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ABSTRACT

The growth and emergence of maize silks has a consider-
able importance in yield determination under drought con-
ditions. Spatial and temporal patterns of the rates of tissue
expansion and of cell division were characterized in silks of
plants subjected to different soil water potentials. In all
cases, silk development consisted of four phases: (1) cell
division and tissue expansion occurred together uniformly
all along the silk; (2) cell division progressively ceased from
tip to base, while expansion remained spatially uniform
including during the phase (3) after the cessation of cell
division; and (4) as the silk emerged from the husks, expan-
sion ceased in the emerged portion, probably because of
direct evaporative demand, while the relative growth rate
progressively decreased in the enclosed part. The rates of
tissue expansion and cell division were reduced with water
deficit, resulting in delayed silk emergence. The duration of
cell division was not affected, and in all cases, the end of cell
division in the silk coincided with anther dehiscence. The
duration of phase 3, between the end of cell division and the
arrest of cell growth in silk apex, considerably increased
with water deficit. It corresponded to the anthesis-silking
interval used by breeders to characterize the response of
cultivars to stress.
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INTRODUCTION

The growth and emergence of maize silks has a consider-
able importance in the determination of yield under
drought. When soil water deficit occurs before flowering,
silk emergence out of the husks is delayed while anthesis
is largely unaffected, resulting in an increased anthesis-
silking interval (ASI) (Edmeades et al. 2000). Selection for
reduced ASI has been used successfully to increase the
drought tolerance of maize (Edmeades et al. 1993; Bolanos
& Edmeades 1996; Bruce, Edmeades & Barker 2002).

Co-locations of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for increased
grain yield and short ASI under drought conditions (Ribaut
et al. 1997) indicate that the maintenance of grain yield
under water stress is genetically linked to the maintenance
of rapid silk growth.

However, silk growth has never been analysed in detail. It
is therefore not possible to organize sampling for omics
studies based on the temporal or spatial patterns of growth,
to the difference of leaves (Vincent et al. 2005; Muller et al.
2007) or roots (Poroyko et al. 2007). Silks are specialized
tissues of the female inflorescence that are functionally
equivalent to the stigma and style portions of typical pistils
(Kroh, Gorissen & Pfahler 1979; Heslop-Harrison, Reger &
Heslop-Harrison 1984). Silk development is a long process,
lasting several weeks from silk initiation to silk emergence
(Ruget & Duburcq 1983; Carcova,Andrieu & Otegui 2003),
while senescence occurs a few days after emergence, even
in the absence of ovule fertilization (Bassetti & Westgate
1993b; Anderson et al. 2004). Spatial analyses of silk growth
are scarce, essentially qualitative and somewhat contradic-
tory.According to Kiesselbach (1999), a growth zone where
new cells develop is located at the base of the silk and
causes continuous elongation. This growth pattern, close to
that of monocot leaves, would continue until fertilization,
when the zone of new growth shrivels up. Conversely,
Westgate & Boyer (1985) showed with ink marks on the silk
surface that elongation occurs all along the silk, so the
growth zone would not be spatially restricted to the silk
base. Epidermal cell lengths measured at different stages of
silk growth suggested that cell division in the basal zone
stops during early stigma development, and silk elongation
is essentially achieved by cell expansion (Heslop-Harrison
et al. 1984).

Furthermore, the physiological determinants of ASI in
terms of growth analysis are unknown, making it difficult
the identification of candidate mechanisms for a genetic
analysis. The sensitivity of silk growth to soil water deficit
has been examined by several authors who measured the
growth rate of emerged silks (Herrero & Johnson 1981;
Westgate & Boyer 1985; Bassetti & Westgate 1993c). The
rate of silk elongation tends to parallel leaf water potential
(Herrero & Johnson 1981), which remains close to silk
water potential (Westgate & Boyer 1986; Westgate &
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Thomson Grant 1989). However, because ASI is the result
of silk growth from initiation to emergence, there is a need
for analysing and quantifying the effect of water deficit on
silk growth and cell division during this whole period.

The objective of this paper was to identify the temporal
and spatial patterns of silk growth and cell division as
affected by water deficit. For this purpose, kinematic analy-
ses were carried out from silk initiation to completion of
elongation, and involved silks from the fifth spikelet,
counted from the ear base, which are the first silks to
emerge out of the husks (Bassetti & Westgate 1993a). Plants
were either well watered (soil water potential higher than
-0.1 MPa), or subjected to a mild (soil water potential
between -0.5 and -0.3 MPa) or a medium soil water deficit
(between -0.8 and -0.6 MPa).

THEORY

A direct method to analyse the spatial distribution of tissue
growth is to follow the displacement with time of tissue
particles, identified with ink marks or pin holes distributed
on the organ surface.When cells are aligned along files, as it
is the case for epidermal cells of maize silks (Fig. 1), count-
ing the number of cells between two marks allows the cal-
culation of the local rate of cell division (Silk 1992; Tardieu
& Granier 2000). The length (Li) of a zone i between two

marks is the product of the number of cells (Ni) by the
average cell length (li) in the zone i. The local relative
segmental growth rate [ri = (DLi/Dt)/Li] therefore equals the
sum of the relative cell division rate [hi = (DNi/Dt)/Ni] and
the relative cell expansion rate [ci = (Dli/Dt)/li]. The local
rate of cell division is therefore deduced from direct mea-
surements of local expansion (with marks) and local cell
length in the considered zone. In case of steady growth, time
courses of the cell division rate, tissue expansion rate and
individual cell expansion rate can be inferred from spatial
distributions of cell length and tissue expansion (Silk 1992)
with a limited number of sampling dates. In the opposite
case, the analysis should take into account the changes in
distributions of the same variables along the organ during
the period of organ development, which requires a large
number of sampling dates and spatial analyses. Neverthe-
less, the analysis can be simplified in two cases.

1 When no cell division occurs in the considered zone of
the silk (hi = 0), the relative segmental growth rate ri

equals the relative cell expansion rate ci. The spatial posi-
tion of the cells located in the ith zone can be character-
ized by their rank n along the cell files, counted from a
fixed reference point. For a given tissue particle, this posi-
tion mark n is stable with time because of the absence of
cell production. In this particular case, the physical marks
can be replaced by the limits between cells and ri deduced
from average cell length ln in the nth cellular cohort at
times t and t + Dt:

r c c ti i n n n= = = ( )Δ Δλ λ (1)

where the ith spatial zone is chosen to be the location of
the nth cellular cohort at both dates t and t + Dt.

2 When the growth rate is uniform along the silk (ri is
position invariant), the relative rate of tissue expansion in
each zone equals the relative growth rate of the whole
silk:

r r L t Li = = ( )Δ Δ (2)

The local rate of cell division hi is calculated as

η λ λi i i i i= − = ( ) − ( )r c L t L tΔ Δ Δ Δ (3)

The spatial position of a given zone i can be characterized
by its distance from a fixed reference point (e.g. silk base)
divided by silk length [(L - di)/L] (Fig. 1). This position
mark is conserved with time because all material points
move away from the others at the same rate in this par-
ticular case.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant culture conditions

Three experiments were carried out in the greenhouse
and in the growth chamber in the phenotyping platform
Phenodyn (Sadok et al. 2007). Three seeds of maize inbred
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l1

l2

l3

L

Figure 1. Epidermal cell lengths at different spatial positions
along a maize silk. Depending on silk length L, 5–25
microphotographs of silk surface were taken at regular intervals
from the apex to the base to visualize epidermal cell files. For
clarity, only three measurement points are presented here. For
each photograph i, the distance from silk apex di [or from silk
base (L - di)] was recorded, and the mean length li of 20–50 cells
was measured. Bars, 100 mm.
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line F252 (American early dent line) were sown in 72
polyvinyl chloride pots containing 12 L of a mixture of
loamy soil (aggregate diameter ranging from 0.1 to 4.0 mm)
and organic compost in volumes of 0.4:0.6. The pots were
watered daily with a modified tenth-strength Hoagland
solution supplemented with minor nutrients.

Air temperature and relative humidity were measured
every minute at plant level (HMP35A;Vaisala Oy, Helsinki,
Finland). The temperature of the growing ear of 12 plants
per experiment was measured with a fine copper-
constantan thermocouple (0.2 mm diameter) located inside
the ear-leaf sheath or inside the husks when they became
visible. Light was measured every minute using two photo-
synthetic photon flux density (PPFD) sensors (LI-190SB;
Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). All data of temperature,
PPFD and relative humidity were averaged and stored
every 15 min in a data logger (LTD-CR10X wiring panel;
Campbell Scientific, Leicestershire, UK).

The average temperature in the greenhouse ranged from
16 to 20 °C and from 20 to 25 °C during the night and day,
respectively, and the vapour pressure deficit (VPD) never
exceeded 1.2 kPa during plant growth. Additional light was
provided by a bank of sodium lamps that maintained
the PPFD above 200 mmol m-2 s-1 for 12 h d-1. Plants were
transferred just before silk emergence in a growth chamber
where stable environmental conditions were maintained
until completion of silk growth: 12 h photoperiod; 22/20 °C
day/night temperature; VPD, 0.8–1.0 kPa; PPFD, 450–
550 mmol m-2 s-1 at ear-leaf level. Soil water content was
determined before sowing to estimate the amount of dry
soil and water in each pot. Subsequent changes in pot
weight were attributed to changes in soil water status after
correction for plant weight (root + shoot fresh weight) mea-
sured on frequently harvested plants. This allowed the
calculation and adjustment of soil water content to target
values corresponding to the desired soil water potential.
Until the initiation of the first silks, all pots were watered in
order to maintain the soil water content around 0.42 g g-1.
From this stage onwards, the pots were distributed in three
groups with different levels of soil water content: 0.42 (well
watered), 0.24 (mild deficit) and 0.20 g g-1 (medium deficit),
corresponding to the ranges of water potential from -0.05
to -0.10 MPa in well-watered plants, from -0.3 to -0.5 MPa
in mild deficit, and from -0.6 to -0.8 MPa for medium
deficit. In the two water deficit treatments, irrigation was
withheld until the soil water content reached the target
values of the soil water content, which was then maintained
stable by controlling daily the pot weight before and after
irrigation.

The number of ligulated leaves and of visible leaf tips
were recorded every second day on all plants. The dates of
visible reproductive stages (tassel emergence, anthesis and
silk emergence) were recorded with daily observations of
individual plants. Floral development of the uppermost
axillary bud was inspected by dissecting the ears of two
plants twice a week from six-leaf stage to silk initiation.
Stable correspondences between leaf stage and floral
development were established for the studied line in our

conditions: spikelet initiation began when the number
of visible leaf tips reached 0.65 of final leaf number, and
the first silk initiation (basal spikelets with a silk of
0.1 mm long) occurred 160 °Cd (15–16 d in our conditions)
later. The date of silk initiation, used as time origin in
the present study, was therefore estimated for each indi-
vidual plant. Time was expressed in thermal units (°Cd)
taking into account the ear temperature, with a threshold
temperature of 9.8 °C (Ben Haj Salah & Tardieu 1996;
Carcova et al. 2003). Male inflorescences (tassels) were
excised just before pollen shedding to avoid an early
arrest of silk growth because of ovule fertilization
(Kiesselbach 1999).

Growth analysis

Silk length, epidermal cell length and the
number of epidermal cells
Two plants per treatment were sampled daily from silk
initiation to silk emergence, and every second day later
on. At early developmental stages, the ear was dissected
under a binocular (Leica MZ75; Leica Microsystems
GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). Husk tissues were gently
removed with a fine scalpel blade to allow a clear view of
successive flowers along the ear. The lengths of four to six
silks, originating from flowers in the fifth position counted
from the ear base, were measured with an interactive
image analysis system (Optimas 6.5; Media Cybernetics,
Inc., Bethesda, MD, USA) coupled to the binocular. The
distance Lh between the silk insertion point (fifth flower
along the ear row) and the husk tip was measured in the
same way. At later stages, the silks were carefully excised
and measured with a ruler. One of the measured silks was
then transferred in a mixture of ethanol (70% v/v), form-
aldehyde and acetic acid, and was stored until observa-
tions of epidermal cells were made under a microscope
(Leica DM 6000 B; Leica Microsystems GmbH). Well-
ordered silk segments were slide-mounted, and a series of
microphotographs of epidermal cells was carried out at
regular intervals from the silk apex to the silk base (5–25
photographs per silk, according to silk length). For clarity,
only three photographs are presented in Fig. 1. The spatial
position of each photograph [distance from the silk apex
di or from the silk base (L - di)] was calculated from the
automated recording of coordinates of the observed zone
on the microscope stage. The length of epidermal cells (li)
was measured (mean of 20–50 cells) with the image analy-
sis system. Between two successive measurement points,
the number of cells along the cell file was estimated by
linear interpolation as

N d di i i i i= −( ) −( )[ ]− −1 1 2λ λ (4)

The total number N of cells per cell file along the whole silk
was obtained by cumulating the values Ni from the silk apex
to the base.

N N= ∑ i (5)
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The rank n of the cellular cohort located in the ith spatial
zone was calculated as the sum of Nj between the silk apex
and the measurement point i.

n N j= ≤ ≤( )∑ j i1 (6)

This allowed the calculation of the local growth rates of
tissue elements where and when cell division had ceased
(Eqn 1).

Local growth rates measured with ink marks
An analysis of ink marks displacement, therefore indepen-
dent of cell walls, was used in short-term experiments to test
the uniformity of elongation along the silks during their
early development. Plants were placed in a growth chamber
equipped with a system used to guide and visualize a pres-
sure probe inside individual cells (Bouchabke, Tardieu &
Simonneau 2006). The husks enclosing the ear were care-
fully cut and peeled away. Ink marks were deposited with a
needle mounted onto a micromanipulator (Leitz mechani-
cal joystick manipulator; Leitz, Jena, Germany) facing to an
XY stage where the plant was installed.The precise location
of ink deposit was controlled by an orthogonal video micro-
scope system equipped with a zoom (¥20 to ¥150 mono-
zoom; Leica, Buffalo, NY, USA). Ink marks were placed
every 2 mm for the silks around 10–20 mm long, every 5 mm
for the silks around 40–50 mm long, and every 10 mm for
longer silks, in order to obtain at least six to eight measure-
ment points regularly distributed from the silk apex to the
base. The husks were then replaced, and the entire ear was
enclosed in a plastic bag lined with wet paper towels.
The growth chamber was maintained at 25 °C, near 100%
humidity, and dark for 24 h. Marked silks were then excised
and observed under a microscope coupled to an image
analysis system to precisely determine the distance between
marks after 24 h of growth. This procedure was performed
only during the first experiment at five occasions during the
progression of silk development of well-irrigated plants,
because it was time-consuming and delicate because of the
fragility of young silk tissues. No reliable measurements
were obtained before the silks reached 10 mm.

The local relative growth rates ri were calculated as the
relative increase in distance between consecutive marks
during the 24 h period. Values of at least 20 silks were
averaged for each spatial position expressed as relative
distance from the silk base [(L - di)/L].

Calculations and curve fit

Because the time courses of silk length and cell number
were reproducible among experiments (Fig. 2a,b), data of
the three experiments were analysed as a single set, each
point corresponding to a plant at a given age t calculated
from silk initiation. The silk relative growth rate r and the
local relative rate of cell expansion ci at a given spatial
position i were calculated at any given time t from silk
initiation to completion of silk growth as the local slope of

the relationship between the logarithm of silk length L
(respectively local cell length li) and thermal time t:

r L t

c t

= ( )
= ( )

d d

d di i

ln

lnλ
(7)

Local slopes were calculated by linear regression on all
available data during a period of 30 °Cd (ca. 3 d) centred on
t. The local relative growth rates (ri) and the local rates of
cell division (hi) were calculated with Eqns 1–3 and 7.

Several variables (silk length L, cell number per file N,
local epidermal cell length li) were fitted to combinations
of exponential and linear functions of thermal time (see
Appendix).The parameters of the functions were estimated
by least squares fitting, using an algorithm of generalized
reduced gradient (Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm of soft-
ware SIGMA PLOT 2001 V7.1; SPSS Science, Chicago, IL,
USA). In the text and table, the mean values of parameters
are followed by the SEs generated by the software.

RESULTS

Four phases characterized the silk
development of well-watered plants

A temporal analysis of silk length and cell number per file is
presented in Fig. 2. The cell division rate and tissue expan-
sion rate followed similar patterns. An exponential phase
with a constant relative rate was followed by a steep
decrease in relative rate in both cases, but the decrease in
the expansion rate occurred after that of the cell division
rate.This pattern was common to the three experiments and
allowed the identification of four reproducible phases of
development in the silks of well-watered plants.

1 During the first phase, which lasted 80 °Cd (ca. 8 d), both
silk length and cell number had exponential increases,
resulting in constant values of both the relative growth
rate and the cell division rate in the whole silk.This phase
stopped when the cell division rate ceased to be constant
(Fig. 2b).

2 During the second phase, which lasted from 80 to 120 °Cd
(ca. 4 d), the cell division rate progressively decreased in
the whole silk (Fig. 2b). The relative growth rate
remained maximum and time invariant during this period
(Fig. 2b).

3 The third phase began when cell division completely
stopped in the silk, while the relative growth rate was still
maximum, at 0.052 °Cd-1. This phase was very short in
well-watered plants (ca. 1 d), and would probably not
have been identified if water-stressed plants had not
been analysed in the same experiments (see further
discussion).

4 The fourth phase began when the relative growth rate
started to decline, and ended with the cessation of silk
elongation.

Silk emergence coincided with the end of the exponential
phase of silk growth, while the cessation of division
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occurred almost simultaneously with pollen shedding
(120 � 6 and 116 � 5 °Cd, respectively), so the third phase
corresponded to the ASI.

Relative growth rate was spatially uniform
during phases 1–3

Experiments with ink marks performed before silk emer-
gence showed that tissue expansion occurred all along the
silk, with a uniform relative growth rate from the base to the
apex (Fig. 3). Peeling the ears and putting marks on the silk
reduced silk growth by 65% (0.052 °Cd-1 in Fig. 2 versus
0.018 °Cd-1 in Fig. 3), that is, twice the injury effect of pin
holes or dissection and ink marks on maize leaf elongation
rate (Muller, Reymond & Tardieu 2001). Nevertheless, as
commonly accepted for growth spatial analyses in leaves
and roots, we assumed that all spatial positions were
affected to the same extent, so that the spatial pattern of
growth was not modified by injury.

These results indicate that silk growth followed the
simple cases described in the theory part, with case 2 occur-
ring during phases 1–3, and case 1 occurring during phases
3 and 4. It was therefore possible to follow the time course
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of material points and to calculate the local rates of tissue
expansion and cell division without physical marks on the
silks (Eqns 1–3).

Spatial and temporal patterns of cell length,
tissue expansion and cell division during
phases 1–4 of well-watered plants

During phase 1, epidermal cells were short (10–15 mm),
without gradient of cell length from the base to the
apex (Fig. 4a). The cell division rate was high (ca.
0.04 cell cell-1 °Cd-1) and uniform along the silk (Fig. 4b), so
the whole silk was meristematic at this stage. Cell length
slightly increased with time at all spatial positions because
the relative growth rate exceeded the cell division rate
(0.050 and 0.041 °Cd-1, respectively). Both the relative rates
of cell division and tissue expansion were stable with time in
the different zones of the silks (Fig. 5b,c), explaining the
exponential increase in silk cell number per file and silk
length (Fig. 2). The end of phase 1 corresponded to a
reduced cell division rate in the silk tip (Fig. 5b).

During phase 2, cell division stopped very rapidly in the
apical part of the silk, while the medium part of the silk had
a slower decrease, and the basal part continued dividing at

its maximum rate (Fig. 5b). This resulted in a base–tip gra-
dient of the cell division rate at mid-period with, in the basal
10% of the silk, a cell division rate close to the maximum
rate observed during the first period (0.041 °Cd-1), and an
almost null cell division rate in the apical 10% of the silk
(Fig. 4d). The relative growth rate remained maximum and
time invariant during this period (Fig. 2c), without an
appreciable difference between the apex and the base of the
silk (Fig. 3). Because a common relative elemental growth
rate involved less cells in the apical than in the basal part of
the silk, cell expansion was maximum in the apex and
minimum in the base of the silk (Fig. 4d), resulting in an
increase in cell length with distance from the base at the end
of period 2 (Fig. 4c). This phase therefore corresponded to
the rapid decrease until zero of the rates of cell division,
successively in the different zones from the silk tip to the
silk base (Fig. 5b), while silk growth continued to be
exponential (Fig. 5c).

During phase 3, because cell division had ceased, the cell
expansion rate equalled the tissue expansion rate without
gradient from the base to the tip of the silk (Fig. 4f), thereby
confirming the uniform pattern of growth observed with ink
marks (Fig. 3). Cell length increased in the whole silk at the
same relative rate, and the base–apex gradient of cell length
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increased with time (in absolute values) between the begin-
ning and the end of period 3 (Fig. 4e).

The decline in the relative growth rate at the beginning
of the fourth phase (Fig. 2b) was due to two causes. Firstly,
the emerged parts of the silk rapidly stopped elongating
(Figs 4h & 5c), thereby causing a non-exponential growth at
the whole silk level because the growth rate was not pro-
portional to silk length anymore. We checked with ink
marks that the emerged part of the silk did not elongate,
regardless of the silk age (data not shown). The second
cause was that the relative growth rate declined even in the
non-emerged parts of the silks (Fig. 5c), but without gradi-
ent between the base and the apical non-emerged zones
(Fig. 4h). The cessation of elongation occurred first at the

silk apex, and progressed basipetally along the newly
emerged silk tissues. As a consequence, the basal and
medium parts of the silk grew for a longer duration than the
apical part (Fig. 5c). An apex–base gradient of cell length
was therefore superimposed on the base–apex gradient
observed in phases 2 and 3, resulting in a maximum cell
length in the middle of the silk at the end of period 4
(Fig. 4g).

The same model of silk development applied to
well-irrigated and water-stressed plants

The same successive phases of development were observed
in well-watered plants and in the two water deficit
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treatments (Fig. 2). In particular, the changes with time in
spatial distributions of cell division and tissue expansion
described for well-watered plants were also observed in the
silks of plants subjected to mild (Fig. 5d–f) or medium
(Fig. 5g–i) soil water deficits. The cell division and tissue
expansion rates were affected during the whole phase 1,
with a common reduction throughout the silk (Figs 2 & 5).
As a consequence, no gradient of rates were observed
during this phase. The progression of the cessation of cell
division and tissue expansion occurred with a base–tip gra-
dient, as in well-watered plants. As a consequence, rapid
decreases in the relative rates of expansion and division
progressed from the silk apex to the silk base (phases 2 and
4 for the cell division rates and tissue expansion rates,
respectively).

Based on these common features in all treatments, we
established a set of equations to account for cell division
and tissue expansion in growing silks (see Appendix). For
each treatment, five parameters – namely the rates of cell
division (h) and tissue expansion (r) during exponential
phase, the time of cessation of cell division at the silk apex
(td), and two coefficients characterizing the progressive
decrease in the rates of cell division (ad) and tissue expan-
sion (ae) – were estimated by fitting equations to the mea-
surements of silk length and cell number per file (solid lines
in Fig. 2). The rates, durations, final silk lengths and cell
numbers resulting from these calculations are presented in
Table 1.

In order to test the consistency of the model, we used the
same five parameters – estimated with whole-silk data (cell
number, silk length, Fig. 2) – to simulate the time course of
individual cell length at any spatial position for the three
treatments. The equations presented in the Appendix
accounted well for the spatial distribution of cell length for
the three treatments as illustrated in Fig. 6 at the four critical
dates of silk development (end of uniform cell division rate,
end of cell division, silk emergence and end of silk growth).

Soil water deficits imposed from silk initiation onwards
reduced both cell number and final silk length with an
extent depending on the level of water deficit (Fig. 2 &
Table 1). The reduction in cell number was about 20% for a
mild deficit, and 39% for a medium deficit. Silk length in the
same plants was reduced by 40 and 66%, respectively. This
was due to changes in the rates of cell division and tissue
expansion, and in the durations of the phases described
earlier. During exponential phases, the relative rates of cell
division and tissue expansion were reduced by 21 and 29%,
respectively, in plants subjected to mild soil water deficit,
and by 28 and 44% in plants subjected to medium soil water
deficit (Table 1). Cells were shorter in stressed than in well-
watered plants (Fig. 6) because the tissue expansion rate
was more affected by water deficit than the cell division
rate (Fig. 2).

Total durations of cell division and silk growth
did not change with water deficit, while
phase 3, corresponding to the ASI, was
considerably lengthened

The total durations of the periods of cell division (phases
1 + 2) and silk growth (phases 1–4) were not significantly
changed by soil water depletion: 120–130 °Cd or 12–13 d for
cell division, and 220–230 °Cd or 22–23 d for silk growth
(Table 1). Conversely, the durations of the exponential
phases (phase 1 for cell division, and phases 1–3 for tissue
expansion) increased when soil water potential decreased.
The duration of phase 1, from silk initiation to cessation
of cell division at the silk apex, increased by 20–25 °Cd (ca.
2 d) in response to drought.The third phase, from the end of
cell division to the silk apex emergence, was the most
responsive to changes in soil water potential: its end
occurred 126 � 3 °Cd (12.4 d) after silk initiation in well-
watered plants, 179 � 7 °Cd (17.5 d) in plants subjected to

Table 1. Final values and growth
parameters of silk length and silk cell
number per file during the four phases of
silk development

Well watered Mild deficit Medium deficit

Final silk length (mm) 234 � 9 132 � 8 77 � 4
Final cell number per file 513 � 17 416 � 14 319 � 7
r (10-3 mm mm-1 °Cd-1) 52.4 � 0.4 37.6 � 0.4 29.5 � 0.3
h (10-3 cell cell-1 °Cd-1) 40.7 � 1.0 33.1 � 0.7 29.8 � 0.8
End of phase 1 79 � 5 (7.7) 98 � 7 (9.6) 102 � 10 (10.0)
End of phase 2 120 � 6 (11.8) 131 � 7 (12.8) 133 � 9 (13.0)
End of phase 3 126 � 3 (12.4) 179 � 7 (17.5) 218 � 6 (21.4)
End of phase 4 234 � 5 (22.9) 221 � 6 (21.7) 229 � 10 (22.5)
Tassel emergence 71 � 5 (7.0) 86 � 6 (8.4) 91 � 6 (8.9)
Pollen shedding 116 � 5 (11.4) 117 � 6 (11.5) 121 � 5 (11.9)
Silk emergence 133 � 6 (13.0) 174 � 7 (17.1) 224 � 10 (22.0)

Dates of reproductive stages are also indicated to show synchronisms with silk growth
phases. h and r are the rates of cell division and tissue expansion during exponential phases.
Soil water potential was maintained above -0.1 MPa in well-irrigated plants, between -0.3
and -0.5 MPa for mild deficit, and between -0.6 and -0.8 MPa for medium deficit, from silk
initiation onwards. Dates are expressed in thermal time (°Cd) after silk initiation (mean
values � SE). Calendar times expressed in days, corresponding to daily average temperature
of 20 °C, are indicated in parenthesis.
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mild water deficit, and 218 � 6 °Cd (21.4 d) in plants sub-
jected to medium water deficit (Table 1).

Silk development was compared with tassel developmen-
tal stages in the three treatments. Tassel emergence
occurred 71 � 5 °Cd (7 d) after silk initiation in well-
irrigated plants and was slightly delayed by soil water
depletion (ca. 20 °Cd or 2 d). It was nearly synchronous (1 d
earlier) with the end of phase 1 of silk development in the
three cases (Table 1). Pollen shedding was not affected by
decreasing soil water potential and occurred about 120 °Cd
(12 d) after silk initiation in the three treatments and coin-
cided with, or just preceded, the end of cell divisions in the
silk. The third phase of silk development therefore corre-
sponded to the ASI in all three water treatments.

DISCUSSION

Original distribution of local rates of cell
division and tissue expansion

This work is, to our knowledge, the first kinematic analysis
of silk growth carried out for the whole silk development
period and over its whole length. The silks represent a new
case of growth pattern. In spite of common morphological

features with roots or monocot leaves (longitudinal growth,
cell files), neither growth nor cell division was restricted to
the base of the silk as they are in a root or in a monocot leaf.
Indeed, the spatial distributions of cell division and tissue
expansion showed similarities with those observed in leaves
of several dicot species (Maksymowych 1973; Granier &
Tardieu 1998),where cell division and tissue expansion occur
simultaneously in all parts of the growing organ, with age-
dependent spatial distributions. Both processes followed a
similar pattern, with an exponential phase followed by a
steep decrease in relative rate.An increasing tip–base gradi-
ent, corresponding to the progressive arrest from the silk
apex to the silk base, was observed for both rates, but
occurred later for expansion than for cell division. This
pattern defined four developmental phases similar to those
described in sunflower leaves (Granier &Tardieu 1998),with
a period of cell division that represented more than half of
the duration from silk initiation to cessation of growth. The
pattern of silk growth presented here will help in the design
of tissue samplings for quantifications of metabolite, tran-
scripts or proteins (Granier, Inze & Tardieu 2000; Muller
et al. 2007). Such analyses on silk tissues should either con-
sider the whole silk during phases 1 and 3, or take into
account a base–tip gradient during phases 2 and 4.
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Growth arrest in the emerged silk tissues is
probably due to the increase in evaporative
demand because of air exposure

The silk part emerged from the husks never elongated in
any of our experiments, regardless of plant water status.
This was probably a direct effect of the exposure of silk
tissues to evaporative demand in the air. Silk epidermis
does not comprise stomata, but transpiration occurs
through the discontinuous cuticle of trichomes (Anderson
et al. 2004). Air evaporative demand exerting on the
emerged silk tissues caused a transpiration stream that
decreased water potential. Because silk has a low capacity
for osmotic adjustment (Westgate & Boyer 1985; Schoper
et al. 1987), this probably decreased the turgor below the
threshold turgor for growth. In this hypothesis, pollen tube
penetration (Heslop-Harrison et al. 1984) and growth arrest
in the exposed tissues both depend on trichome cuticle
discontinuities. This system could ensure the co-ordination
between the functions of style and stigma. The style func-
tion (tissue expansion to ensure access to pollen) is assigned
to the enclosed part of the silk, and the stigma function
(pollen receptivity and germination) to the exposed tissues,
where elongation is no more necessary for pollen
accessibility.

Differential responses of cell division and
tissue expansion to soil water deficit and
consequences on silk receptivity to pollen

Soil water deficit affected cell division and tissue expansion
uniformly along the silk. As a consequence, the four-phase
pattern of development described for well-irrigated plants
was applied to those under water deficit. Soil water deple-
tion reduced the silk growth rate and increased the duration
of growth, but the latter did not fully compensate for the
former. Because cell division was less affected than tissue
expansion by soil water depletion, the lower the soil water
potential, the shorter the epidermal cells at the end of the
period of cell division. These responses may contribute to
maintain silk receptivity to pollen in drought conditions.
Trichomes arise from single cells of silk epidermis, and their
fate is determined very early. Cuticle discontinuities appear
when future trichome cells are not distinguishable from
neighbouring epidermal cells (Heslop-Harrison et al. 1984)
during the period of epidermal cell divisions. As a conse-
quence, the determinism of trichome number and potential
silk receptivity is associated with the period of cell division.
Interestingly, we observed a synchronism between the
stages of male inflorescence development, which determine
pollen availability, and those of cell division in silks, which
determine potential silk receptivity to pollen. This synchro-
nism was conserved when water availability changed. The
partial maintenance of the cell division rates under water
deficit is a way to maintain the potential silk receptivity via
an adequate number of trichomes. Furthermore, a reduced
size of the neighbour epidermal cells increases the density
of trichomes per millimeter of exposed silk.

ASI is directly related to processes of
tissue expansion

The ASI is a good predictor of grain yield under stress
(Edmeades et al. 2000). This was explained by considering
ASI as a symptom of assimilate partitioning to the devel-
oping spikelets (Edmeades et al. 1993, 2000). The present
work shows that the ASI is directly related to the processes
of cell expansion in the silks, and corresponds to the dura-
tion between the end of cell division in the silk and the
cessation of elongation in the silk apex. In a recent study,
common genetic determinisms were found between leaf
elongation rate and ASI in response to soil and air water
deficit (co-location of six QTLs) in a population of inbred
lines from tropical parental lines known for segregating for
ASI (Welcker et al. 2007). Taken together, these results
support the hypothesis that drought tolerance in maize
could partly rely on the maintenance of processes of tissue
expansion in both vegetative and reproductive organs.
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APPENDIX

Model description

Cell number
Cell division uniformly occurred all along the silk at a stable
rate h until a date td, after which it progressively stopped
from the silk apex to the silk base (Fig. 5b, e, h). We sup-
posed that the number Nf of cells that have finished to
divide increased linearly with time as a proportion ad of the
number of cells per file at td (Nd), and that the remaining
basal cells (N - Nf) continued to divide at the same rate h.
Cell division ceased at time tend when Nf equalled N.
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Silk length
Tissue relative growth rate remained stable (r) and spatially
uniform during most of silk development until a date te,
coinciding with silk emergence out of the husks, after which
it rapidly decreased (Fig. 5c, f, i). We described this attenu-
ation with the same negative exponential formalism as for-
merly used for late growth of sunflower leaves (Dosio et al.
2003). After te, growth was restricted to the silk zone
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enclosed in the husks, which length equals the distance Lh

between the silk base and the husk tip. Lh was fitted to an
exponential function of thermal time t, and parameters
were estimated for each treatment (data not shown). te was
calculated as the time when silk length L equalled Lh.
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Time course and spatial distribution of
cell length
The spatial position of the nth cellular cohort, located at the
ith spatial zone, was given by its distance di from the silk
apex, which equals the sum of lengths of more apical cells.

d j ni j= ≤ ≤( )∑λ 1 (10)

For each given position i, the critical dates for cell expan-
sion were tdi and tei, respectively, the dates of cessation of
division and of emergence out of the husks of the cells at
position i, and te, the date of silk tip emergence. tdi was
calculated with Eqn 8 as the time when Nf equalled n:

t t n a Ndi d d d= + ×( ) (11)

and tei as the time when the distance to the silk base (L - di)
equalled Lh. tei only occurs for the emerged silk parts.

Before tdi, the local relative rate of cell expansion ci

equalled the difference (r - h) between the relative rates
of tissue expansion and cell division. From tdi to te, it
equalled r, then decreased according to Eqn 9, and even-
tually reached zero at tei if the position i emerged from the
husks.
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